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&'"NEWS -a
THANKS, JESSE!
San Francisco (Washington
Blade) - "That Gay Pride parade,

I wish every American could
have seen it," sputtered Senator
Jesse Helms in his inimical way
on a recently produced videotape. The parade Helms was
referring to was San Francisco's
1991 Gay Pride celebration
which featured then San Francisco Supervisor Roberta
Achtenberg and her female
companion Judge Mary Morgan.
Helms made his remark on the
floor of the U.S. Senate in May
in an attempt to derail the
confirmation of Achtenberg as
assistant secretary of HUD.
Through a clever bit of editing,
the San Francisco Parade Committee produced a 1 5-second
public service announcement
using Helms' comments to
promote the 1993 parade.
"See for Yourself," the copy
reads follow ing Helms' statement. The tape was sent to
TV stations around the country
and was featured on several
newscasts.
Needless to say, Helms was
not amused .
"They're not going to fool
anybody with that," he told
reporters after he learned of the
video . "The people know what
I said. ... Taking it out of
context just demonstrates how
far out of context these Lesbians and Gays are ."

"I wasn't born gay, I chose it.
Eyes open and mind wide, I saw
the potential and decided."
Writer Mimi Freed, in THE
ADVOCATE.

"If homosexuality is a disease,
let's call in queer to work."
Comedienne and rally co-producer Robin Tyler, at the March
on Washington .

More NEWS on page 11
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LETTER TO MY COMMUNIT Y:
A Sturdy Yes of a People
By Joan Nestle
Written after viewing the Senate hearings on gays in the military, after watching a "60
Minutes" segment on the Rainbow Curriculum and after reading the New York Times
for the last six months.
These are not easy times, but they are times that must be . All around us, institutional
heads speak about our humanity as if we were not there, as if we were human objects
to be moved around as their small minds and smaller hearts grapple with the "gay problem."
Other people, working people, fierce in their protection of their children and in adherence
to their religious leaders, pledge
closemindedness. Devout Catholic, orthodox Jew, fundamental
Christian know what God has
said about us. The powerful
and the powerless join hands
in judgment.
But we come now a full
handed people. We come knowing our history, knowing our
poets, knowing our communities
from the past who built worlds
for us to inherit; we come
women who refused to be ideal
or childlike or fettered; we come
men who endured the loss of
all for the love of some. We
are the watchers of their sad
shows; we are the builders of
new times .
Foroverfourdecades, I have
made my way in this world as
photo by Noreen Hogen
a lover of women . I have
my
lowered
spread my legs and
lips for the love of women at night and taught thousands of students to write during the
day. The way I loved filled the way I taught; the way I loved shaped the books I wrote;
the way I loved shaped the politics of change I fought for. Hundreds of thousands of us
held our passions close as we created public beauty in this country.
Offers will come to us: be silent, do not announce, tell no one and you will have a place .
But silence wins no honest or safe place. Our heritage demands sound- Radclyffe Hall
shouts at her lawyer, "I mean this to be a book about inverts, not just friends." Oscar
More NESTLE _. page 9

L E T T E R S
Dear APEX,
Here! Here! for Michael Rossetti!
And many thanks for all he has
worked for and accomplished over
the years for the Lesbian and Gay
community! My partner and I and
a couple of friends were on the late
bus to Washington and it was truly
disappointing! Those of us who
boarded in Portland felt as though
we were putting the others out. I
need to be more specific, the students from U.M.O. We felt as if we'd
stumbled onto a rolling frat house
party and were not invited! The kids
(and I use the term literally!) were
rude, inconsiderate and the whole
bus smelled of stale beer and a few
of them could hardly stand. The girl
"in charge" was constantly at the
front of the bus arguing with the
driver over the time we would leave
D.C. and where he would pick us up.
She also let it be known that the
students paid a rate that was at least
half what we paid per ticket!! We
were not given clear instructions as
to where to meet the bus, therefore
a rather large group of us were
waiting in the wrong place and the
CT coordinator (a beautiful hispanic
woman) helped us find our bus! She
gave me a small amount of insight
to the problems that occurred with
the Maine organizing effort. I was
saddened with this information but
it didn't surprise me . We attended
the Matlovich meeting last fall
concerning the march, put our names
on the list to help organize things and
also called other phone numbers to
offer services and were never once
contacted!
I was there in 1987, rode the train
down and it was incredible!!! I'll
never forget it! I'm sure others will

• • •

remember waiting for hours to board
the train in D.C. then being herded into
what appeared to be a large plywood
box type room along with a very rowdy
Massachusetts contingent. We then
waited what seemed another four hours
until the Mass. group got very loud and
demanding and their diminutive leader
lost control of them. At that point,
the entire Maine group drew up ranks
as one for comfort and murmured to
each other about going home to the
safety of our "woods" and out of the
"big city"! Even with this experience
that trip was put together ten times
better.
As I said, we would have gladly done
our share to help organize things better
than they were but were not given the
opportunity . If it had not been for
Michael putting the info on the phone
line we would not have even found
out about the busses!
Thanks for all your efforts Michael!
Connie Pelkey

Dear APEX,
I am writing to thank Ana R. Kissed
for so clearly expressing ideas and reactions I feel about the dyke experience
in amerika in 1993 . I often feel like
a fish without a bowl (much less a lake
or a stream) given my perspective on
life and I would dry up were it not for
other brave, articulate lesbian separatists who work hard to get our ideas
printed. Congratulations to APEX for
choosing to carry so powerful a
column .
I too was in DC and the Dyke march
was THE event of the weekend for me.
Just as I knew men belonged NOWHERE in this march, I knew I be-

w

-----------------------------------longed ANYWHERE in this beautiful,
powerful crowd of 20,000 lesbians.
Sunday's march was quite a different
story. As I am in geographical transition and I did not want to march in any
contingent that included men, I did not
know where I "belonged." I chose to
march with the Lesbian Cancer Coalition. What a revolutionary group!
Given all the conditioning and societal
pressure (including lesbian and gay
society) to give all our energy away
to men and use only the dregs for ourselves and other wimmin, it is revolutionary that wimmin have joined
together to support the 46,000
wimmin whose lives are affected by
cancer each year. Here were wimmin
who love wimmin and give their
life/work energy to wimmin ... YES!
Don't call me "queer." I am a loud,
proud dyke by choice. I take my space
in this world as a dyke and I create
dyke space for other dykes. This is
what I want more of in APEX.
Dykely,
Pat Star

Dear APEX:
I wanted to briefly respond to last
month's letter from Michael Rossetti,
and to make a general comment.
Though I feel no need personally to
respond to such spiteful charges, I do
want to set the record straight on the
matter. Too often in these circumstances, silence is unfortunately taken
for guilt.
Though Michael Rossetti was quite
involved with the group's activities at
the beginning, he very quickly began
organizing the hospitality suite on his
own. He decided unilaterally, after a
clear group decision to the contrary,
to charge people coming to the suite.
This, after we had established a plain
and simple policy that group members
consult one another before making and
moving ahead with important decisions. The organizing group had
wanted the hospitality suite to be free

for all Mainers, so that persons could
coordinate their activities there, pick
up information, meet others, etc.
Moreover, he was the one not returning phone calls. He told a fellow group
member that he repeatedly didn't call
him back because, in his words, "I
didn't think it was important."
Considering that Michael had turned
this hospitality suite idea into his own
little project, wholly independent of
our activities, and that he was informing no one of his planning, why then
at the end of it all should the committee reimburse him? If we were to give
him money, which was rather scarce
at that point (we had to kick in our
own money to make sure that the
buses were able to travel down to
Washington), then we would theoretically have to fund any group from
Maine doing organizing work for the
March. I don't believe that was our
obligation. Now if Michael had actually
been working with us throughout the
process, abiding by group decisions,
checking with other folks before deciding important matters, and staying in
contact with the group, then surely
we would have been morally bound
to help him recoup monies paid. However, that simply was not the case
here.
I can only wish that Michael had
gotten his facts straight before
screaming this brand of blanket
indictment. It is small wonder that
under such prevailing circumstances,
few people in the lesbian and gay
community get involved and stay
involved. When we attack each other
so, criticize one another's hard and
earnest efforts, and attempt to position
ourselves in order for gain, no one
wants to do anything. Why, after all,
do the work when not only do you
receive little thanks, but everything
that you do accomplish is harshly and
unfairly assailed and diminished?
Our community's distressing penchant for turning on each other poses
a monstrous, perhaps insurmountable,
obstacle to broad social and political
progress. If we don't unite and work
together as a whole, there is not much

hope of getting what we certainly
deserve in the near future. The time
and energy that are wasted on hurtful
attacks, back-biting, and petty,
indefensible name-calling would be
infinitely better spent working toward
full equality and equal protection in
both the state and nation.
I very much appreciate all of the work
that Michael Rossetti has done in the
past for our community. From what
I know, he was active and out there
when few others were willing to join
the struggle. I can only regret that his
idea of gain and progress for our
community continued to include
unfounded, undeserved, and upsetting
condemnations of others who are trying
to do what they can to help in our
collective fight. I sincerely invite him
to rethink his tactics and to try to learn
how to work with others in a group
setting. Everyone loses with the way
he's done it.
Sincerely,
Rick Foss

AS I SEE IT:
We (lesbians and gay men) are bombarded on a daily basis with hetero
images - in the media, in line at the
grocery store, in the laudromat, everywhere! Sometimes it's difficult to deal
with our lives as lesbians and gay men
in this world that we didn't create.
So to get back in touch with ourselves
and our community we go to places
that we did create. Gay bars, women's
dances, marches, symposium, women
only spaces (my favorite), you get the
idea. The other night we went out to
the "new and improved" Underground
and were beginning to have fun. I was
dancing with the most beautiful woman
on the floor, my life partner, and I look
across to see a hetero couple mauling
each other! They weren't cuddling,
they were blatantly grinding against
each other, he had his hands all over
her tits and she was sliding her crotch

More LETTERS _. page 11
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WHERE WE'VE BEEN -

an exploration of lesbian and gay history

by Stan Clough
I recently had the pleasure of talking to Howard Solomon
about the Matlovich Society and the vocation of lesbian/
gay history. Howard is a Professor of European History,
as well as lesbian/gay studies, at Tufts University. He is
also co-chair, along with Lois Reckitt, of the Matlovich
Society, which meets on the second and fourth Thursday
of every month . The Society was named in honor of gay
Vietnam War veteran Leonard Matlovich, the first to
challenge discrimination against gays and lesbians in the
military. Matlovich died of AIDS in 1988.
The Matlovich Society's roots go back to the spring of
1991, when Howard had written an essay for Our Paper
that compared history's silence concerning gays and
lesbians to what happens to a person who is abused: that
individual learns to be quiet. "In order to end the abuse,
the victim speaks out. Gay history helps to end the
oppression . Ron McClinton, who founded the Matlovich
Society, was excited with the essay; it seemed to confirm
some of his own ideas concerning a society that would
educate the community to its past. Both Ron and I
believed, and I still believe, that we become stronger,
prouder and more total human beings as lesbians, gays
and bisexuals when we understand who we are and how
we got here. History has a liberating effect."
Howard's own personal experiences in academia mirror
these effects. "I attended Northwestern 25 years ago.
I didn't know I was gay . Virtually no one in the United
States was studying gay history - the field didn't exist.
Though my area was 17th Century French history, Louis
XIV was very foreign to my experience as the son of a
working-class Jewish family from western Pennsylvania."
In 1968, Howard taught a course called the "History of
Social Deviance" at NYU. "It was about marginalized
groups, including lesbians and gays. 'Social deviance' was
a vehicle for speaking more to who I was and what my
life was about." Around 1978, at Tufts, where he
currently teaches, Howard became bored with teaching
'traditional history' : "a boredom that arose from a

recognition that there was little place in academia at that
time for lesbian/gay studies." It was part of a defining
moment for Howard: John Boswell's book, Christianity,
Social Tolerance and Homosexuality, was published in 1980.
"Its scholarship and subject matter, by a gay person,
legitimized lesbian/gay studies. Homophobic historians were
outdone at their own game - they had to admit Boswell
had a legitimate topic. Thousands bought Boswell's book,
maybe never reading it, but had it on their coffee tables.
It was a symbol of legitimacy."
Similarly, the Matlovich Society, in providing a safe, neutral
place for lesbians, gays and bisexuals, "legitimizes their
concerns through an exploration of their history. Matlovich
is now part of a Portland that has changed significantly.
In the last two years, EPP, APEX, and the Gay Men's Chorus,
among others, have created places for people to become
involved. And of course, lesbian/gay history is itself political.
Historians Lillian Faderman, Martin Duberman, John D'Emilio
and Karla Jay are activists. Activism illuminates, if it doesn't
animate, their work; at least it makes it significant. Matlovich
provides a platform for historians to activate the community,
just as African-American and women's studies have energized
those communities."
The Matlovich Society will continue to help create a lesbian
and gay consciousness in Portland . Planned for this fall
is a lesbian/gay fbi history course, along with book discussion
groups, poetry readings and a wide variety of programs
at the Thursday night meetings . "In two years, we have
had 4 7 programs, with an average of 70-90 people at each
meeting."
Matlovich is still important to Howard's personal development: "Gay and lesbian historians have no place isolated
in an ivory tower. We belong out in the community." Y
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FOR SOME, AIDS EDUCATION JUST DOESN'T CUT IT
In the past few years, there has been a growing effort
to educate the public about AIDS, HIV and the use of
condoms. But for some men, learning the facts about how
HIV is transmitted or making the commitment to practice
safer sex has simply not been
enough . They have heard it
all a dozen times and are still
unsafe . Why?
As w ith trying to stop smoking, to curb excessive drinking,
or to stick with a diet, the
impulse for gratification can
be overpowering. As much
as people need information,
they also need a place to put
that information into practice .
And as hard as people strive
to stay safe, they need a place
that offers them the support
to keep their commitments.
That is why ARIES was developed: a 14 week group counseling program where men who
have sex with men can talk
on the phone with trained
counselors and learn how to
get sexually safer.
"Though the participants
already know the facts about
HIV and AIDS," says Dr. Roger
Roffman, director of ARIES, "our counselors focus on the
problems many people face when trying to get safer and
help clients learn how to overcome difficult challenges."
According to Roffman, "men are very positive about the
group support they receive, and in the past year, we have
come to appreciate how the men help each other deal with
the uncertainties of safer sex, learn how to set safer sex

goals and become more and more skillful at meeting their
goals ."
"ARIES fulfills a gap in the fight against AIDS, and since
our toll-free number ( 1-800-999-7511) can be used from
anywhere in the U.S., men
from everywhere in America
have called to become part of
a telephone group" says
Roffman . Currently, ARIES is
running 17 groups every week
which means men from communities all over America are
working together to get sexually safer.
The men who call ARIES are
of all ages, ethnic backgrounds
and professions. Some are
married, some are closeted;
some consider themselves gay
while some identify as bisexual. Some men live in communities with a lot of gay support
and other men live in small and
isolated communities . And all
these men have something in
common ; they need a place
to make safer sex happen.
ARIES is now helping men
in 4 7 states and has taken
calls from nearly 4,000 people
interested in telephone counseling. "Some of the men are
really worried that people they know or work with will find
out about their sexuality. So much so that they don't look
for help, " says Roffman, "But since this program is done
entirely over the phone, a man can be anonymous if he
chooses." Those who are interested in more information
about ARIES can call toll-free: 1-800-999-7511. ~

II
THIS DYKE'S PERSPECTIVE -

a few critical thoughts and questions

by Ana R Kissed
I am writing this column for lesbians and i welcome other lesbians
participation in the dialogues i am hoping to establish here .
So ... at the risk of being boring, i am going to focus again on the
difference between a lesbian identity and a queer identity, and how
queer politics threatens lesbian existence .
Queer politics essentially claims that anyone can be anything . That
it is all just a gender constructed thing, or that boys can be dykes too,
all they have to do is say so and claim a non-, pre-, or post operative
trans gendered person identity they can be lesbian. The politics of
Queer also validates the practice of wombyn choosing to fuck men
and identifying themselves as lesbian. Queer politics is part of the
attempt to invalidate the existence of a self identified group of wombyn
born wombyn who choose to have sex only with other wombyn born
wombym. Also known as lesbian.
When i become aware of an attempt to deny my existence, i try to
find out who is directing the attempt to make me invisible. So i analyze
who benefits and who has the ability to control the resources needed
to maintain a valid identity in a culture constructed and controlled by
men. Not surprisingly i find it is men who benefit from appropriating
the identity and denying the existence of lesbians. By denying our
existence men try to prevent us from finding each other and recruiting
other wombyn born wombyn to make the choice and become lesbians
too.
So for me, it is both heartbreaking and enraging when lesbians embrace
a queer or gay identity and in the process contribute to lesbian invisibility.
In spite of this powerful attempt by men to co-opt lesbians, we continue
to accomplish and create LESBIAN culture, LESBIAN thought and LESBIAN
existence. In order to do this we have to maintain a constant vigilance,
because men want to disappear lesbians they want to make us extinct.
Presa.
I feel it is crucial to and for lesbians to examine our choices of identity
and understand who benefits when lesbians choose not to identify as lesbians. As lesbians we need to understand
that our choices impact other lesbians lives and that choices are not equally valid or neutral."
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-----------------------------------TELL ME WHAT YOU LIKE

-a book review

by Madeleine Winter

Tell Me What You Like, by Kate Allen
New Victoria Publishers, Inc.
Kate Allen's new murder mystery tells
an absorbing story while exploring a
sizable cross-section of lesbian life.
From a lesbian cop to lesbian sex
workers, and every place between, she
shows insight and humor.
Her presentation of lesbian S/M as
a valid choice for lesbians is counterpointed by the near-hysteria of antiS/M dykes who, for the most part,
operate on phobia and not on facts.
The discussions her S/M dyke characters have with anti-S/M women are
compelling, articulate and honest.
There are several hot sex scenes
throughout the book which are well
written and avoid the usual triteness
of lesbian erotica.
Kate Allen also presents the complexity of lesbian relationships, both good
and bad, in a way most lesbians will
be able to relate to from personal
experience. Particularly enjoyable (or
agonizing!) is her tongue-in-check look
at spiritual, healer, crafts women dykes.
Alison Kaine, the main character,
embodies the contradictions we all face
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by being outsiders - she has become
a police officer like her father, but
when her job conflicts with her lesbianism, she shows herself loyal to her
community by seeking justice rather
than expedience, as do her straight
male counterparts. The harassment
she receives from her colleagues and
superiors about "interfering" on the
case exemplifies societal attitudes
toward lesbians- we're not considered
a pnonty. Too often, interest is
severely lacking when the police have
a case in which a lesbian is the victim.
This murder mystery emerges from
the fears and realities of lesbian/gay
life in the U.S. It is enthralling because
it comes right from today' s news
pages - hate crimes against lesbians/
gays by rabid right wingers. The
author keeps us guessing right up to
the end - was the murderer a right
wing crazy, a dyke, a dyke-gonestraight? Kate Allen does an excellent
job of reflecting the fear of betrayal
by others within our community and
the external fears of right wing
extremism we all share.
The only complaint I have about the
book is Kate Allen's portrayal of
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lesbians as sex-starved, can't wait 'til
we get home, let's do it in the parking
lot for money beings. The frequency
with which such events occur in this
novel is amazing. It may work well
as a fantasy, but the reality of lesbians'
sex lives is more complex.
This is a well crafted book that covers
a variety of issues with humor and
thoughtfulness while holding readers'
attention with an engrossing mystery I had a hard time putting this book
down. If you are a mystery fan or just
like good lesbian literature, I
recommend it highly. T
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BETRAYED!
by Dennis Lyons
SAN FRANCISCO - Gay and Lesbian
groups reacted with anger, charges of
betrayal and promises of a long legal
battle to upset President Clinton's
decision to adopt a "don't ask, don't tell"
policy toward lesbians and gay men
serving in the military.
Clinton's announcement also sparked
protests and several acts of civil disobedience in cities across the United States.
On July 20 in San Francisco, 41 of about
500 protesters were arrested at the
Federal Building. In Washington, D.C.
11 protesters were arrested during a
demonstration by about 200 outside the
White House . Los Angeles has seen
Lesbians and Gays in the streets every
night since the announcement.
"Today I am one angry lesbian," said
NGLTF directorTorie Osborn at the rally
in San Francisco. "President Clinton has
caved in to the politics of the far right
and proved to be the bubba that betrayed us." Osborn
Gays and Lesbians were among Clinton's strongest
challenged the crowd, "Today must be a day of rededicasupporters in the 1992 presidential election and were major
tion, because our revenge must be political power, so this
contributors to his cal]lpaign. Now, many community leaders
can never happen again."
are outraged.
Lisa Detmer of the Lesbian Avengers, wearing at-shirt
Tim McFeeley, whose organization Human Rights Campaign
with a bug bomb logo, said, "We won't settle for anything
Fund was largely responsible for fundraising and an early
less than a complete lifting of the ban, and our fuse is
endorsement of the Clinton candidacy, admitted defeat,
short." She made it clear that in no way was her group
calling the new policy "a shattering disappointment for
endorsing the military. On the contrary, she opposes
millions of gay, lesbian and bisexual Americans."
militarism of any kind, but nonetheless demands full civil
"I told you so," stated D.C. queer activist Michael Petrelis .
rights for queers.
"Let's remind the readers that Clinton as governor (of ArkanIn other cities around the country, anti-Clinton sentiment
sas) did nothing to change the gay-specific sodomy laws
was similar. The lesbian and gay community felt it had
in his home state. ACT UP and Queer Nation have been
won something last November. Today, it finds itself
the only ones shouting 'don't trust Clinton' as far back as
wondering what happened.
the New Hampshire primary."
"I am livid," said Rita
Clinton, who promised to end
"President Clinton has caved in to the the
Addessa, executive director of
military discrimination
the Philadelphia Gay and politics of the far right and proved to be against queer people when he
Lesbian Task Force which orga- the bubba that betrayed us."
took office, admitted his "honnized a demonstration on
orable compromise" was not
July 21 at the Liberty Bell.
a perfect solution and would
"The president has demonstrated a clear moral cowardice."
not please everyone. The new policy says that sexual
She said by raising, then dashing expectations that the ban
orientation in itself is no grounds for exclusion from the
would be lifted completely, Clinton has put his stamp of
military service. But it also says that homosexual conduct
approval on the military's practice of discriminating against
on or off base- including mere statement that an individual
us . "The president has given license to gay bashing,
is queer - is forbidden and will be grounds for dismissal
license to witch hunts. We knew that the military was the
from the service.
enemy, and now the president has made himself an enemy
Barney Frank (D-Mass), one of only two openly gay
in complicity with military policy. He is a white man with
members of Congress, praised Clinton and said that if he
his head in the sand."
w

---------------------------------had gone further he would have been overruled by
Congress. He added that the policy ends "witch hunts"
against gay members of the military but said he wished
Clinton hadbeen able to go further. Frank has been widely
criticized for selling our community short by offering his
own version of "don't ask, don't tell" back in May.
In Maine, reaction was mixed. MLGPA president Paula
Aboud, in an Associated Press interview seemed pleased
and proud of Clinton. "Of course we would like the whole
pie, but he has made a courageous stand on our behalf
and I would like to thank him."
ACT UP Portland activist Bee Bell disagreed . "Clinton
has been lying to the queer community from the very start.
He knuckled under on his promise to end U.S. backed HIV
concentration camps for Haitians in Cuba and appointed
an AIDS coordinator who supports mandatory names
reporting ." Bell added, "I don't believe queer people
should be making a big priority of joining a military which
attacks and kills other oppressed people around the world."
In summing up, Bell had this warning to our community:
"Bill Clinton is a liar. Queer people from this day forward
should not trust the man."~

PLEASE ASK, PLEASE TELL.
Announcing the formation of the Maine Lesbian and
Gay Law Association, an organization of Maine
attorneys and legal professionals dedicated to address
legal issues concerning lesbians, gay men and
bisexuals and to foster an open and supportive
environment for lesbians, gay men and bisexuals in
the practice of law. The Association extends an
invitation to all attorneys, judges, paralegals , legal
secretaries, law students, law firms, and other legal
professionals and organizations to join our growing
ranks. For membership information, please contact
the Maine Lesbian and Gay Law Association at PO
Box 443, Portland, Maine 04112, or call (207) 8293379. Fax: (207) 829-4424 . .,

More NESTLE from page 1
Wilde chides, "You cannot kill my love of young men by
putting me in prison." Pat Parker warns, "Where will you
be when they come for you?" Mabel Hampton flaunts,
"What do you mean, when did I come out, I was never
in." Audre Lorde chants, "Silence will never save anyone."
They cannot force silence into our mouths; we take lovers
in our mouths, we take breasts and cocks into our mouths,
we take wetness and fullness into our mouths - but never
their silence, for that will choke us.
Devout mothers and experts say we are inappropriate
for children, that meeting lesbian parents is harmful for
children. Let them find out about these kind of people when
they are older, they say, as if we are a kind of strange food
that only adults can have a taste for. Let my son be beaten
into malehood in the schoolyard, let my daughter lose her
heart in the pursuit of a woman's life - but never let our
children know that gender is not a prison, that love is not
doled out to the same few . They - those devout mothers
and experts - battle to protect a killing ground .
Other excluded people have told us that perspective is
all: Frederick Douglass wrote, "That which he most loved,
I most hated, that which gave him life" was death to me.
The dying masters have built a house of cards, a full deck
of hatreds, and are caught in its reflected images. We must
know ourselves, know the solidness of our history and our
gift of love, so we can walk through their mirrored house
into the waiting world on the other side. Cohesion in the
killing forces will fall if we appear with our names full on
our lips, say the military experts, all white men, sitting in
the same chairs as the other white men who judged what
was real in other times - the Un-American Committee white
men, the Iran-Gate white men, the Anita Hill white men.
Hollow voices they have become as we move forward; like
ghosts they sit upon those chairs, mouthing the credos
of a losing world; but even in their airy flailings, they maim
hope.
Think of what they fear from us - love and desire, rebellion
and difference, play, tenderness, touch, freer children who
do not call each other faggot, girls who strive for their own
glory, men who do not have to hate softness. All their
words and reasons for excusions, all the tumult of their
no - will fall into the shadows of history.
You- my queer comrades -have given me a world where
my words could live, where my love was kissed by sun,
where my anger turned to visions of possibilities . These
are hard times, but necessary ones. These are the times
when we BE, a sturdy Yes of a people . .,
llJJosn Nestle 1993
Reprinted with permission
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CALENDAR . ..
MONDAY 8/2
Kent Donovan, History Professor and Research Fellow, talks
about the ongoing crisis with
homosexuality in the family of
the British monarchy. Seacoast
Gay Men, Unitarian Church,
Portsmouth, NH, 7pm. FMI •
AI (603) 898-1115 .
SAT. 8/7- FRI. 8/13
Sappho 's Sisters VI conference

at Ferry Beach Park UU Cont.
Ctr. , Saco, ME. FMI • (207)
282-4489 or (207) 284-8612.
SUNDAY 8/8
Canoe on the Connecticut River
in Hanover with Amelia's. Meet
at Ledyard Canoe Club 1Oam.
FMI • Di at (603) 643-2765.
Annual Seacoast Gay Men
clothing optional potluck cookout in Deerfield, NH at 2pm.
FMI and directions • AI (603)
898-1115.
TUES. 8/10 - SUN. 8/15
Michigan Womyn' s Music
Festival, near Hart, MI. FMI
WWTMC, Box 22, Walhalla, Ml
48458 . (616) 757 -4766 .
THURSDAY 8/12
Matlovich Throws a Lawn
Party! We'll supply beverages
and a grill, you bring your

favorite dish to share. 7pm,
235 High St., So. Portland. FIVII
• (207) 773 -1209.
SATURDAY 8/14
Kite flying and barbecue in
Elmore, VT with Women of the
Woods . Bring something to
barbecue and a kite . FMI •
(902) 888-5196.
MONDAY 8/16
Seacoast Gay Men Lobster
CheapEats on Portsmouth
Harbor. Meet at Unitarian
Church, Portsmouth, NH, 7pm.
FMI • AI (603) 898-11 15.
SUNDAY 8/22
Brunch in Barnet, VT with
Women of the Woods at 11 am.
FMI • (802) 748-8515.
MONDAY 8/23
Kim Gallagher of Seacoast
Astrological Association talks
about secret future revelations
of life. Seacoast Gay Men,
Unitarian Church, Portsmouth,
NH, 7pm. FMI• AI (603) 8981115.
TUESDAY 8/24
ACT UP Benefit at Zootz.
Chem free dance. 7pm.

THURSDAY 8/26
Betsy Sweet, political activist
and President of Moose Ridge
Associates Consulting Firm, and
Steve Wessler, Head of the Civil
Rights Unit of the Attorney
General's Office, speak on Does
Hate Begin in Kindergarten?
Combating Discrimination in
Maine' Schools. Matlovich
Soc., Rines Aud. , Portland
Library, 7: 30-9pm, Wheelchair
accessible. FMI• (207) 7731209.
SATURDAY 8/28
Lesbian Country Dance with
Out and About at Old ski lodge
at top of Mt. Agamenticus,
8:30pm-12:30am, DJ . 1-95
north to exit 4 (York) . At top
of ramp, turn left. Just before
the Park and Ride, turn right
onto Chases Pond Rd . Go
approx. 6 miles. Turn right and
follow this road to the summit.
NH Pride's Summer Sizzler
Dance, Pat's Peak, Henniker,
NH. 8pm, $6 . FMI • (603)
382-9308 .
Campfire in Williamstown, VT
with Women of the Woods .
7pm. FMI• (802) 229 -0109 .
SUNDAY 8/29
Auditions for the 1993-94
choral season of the Maine Gay
Men's Chorus w ill be held 8/29
from 1-5pm and 9/7 from
6-9pm at First Parish Church,
425 Congress St., Portland,
ME. FMI• Bruce Fithian (207)
839 -4506.
MONDAY 8/30

C RY STALS AND
M AGI C AL G IFTS

16 McKown Street
Boothbay Harbor, Maine 04538
William G. Kirby, Proplietor
(207) 633·4992

Seacoast Gay Men Annual Last
Blast Summer Potluck Cookout
at 1-95 Rest Area Maine Information Center. Entrance on
either Ate . 1 or 1-95 north to
pet exercise area . FMI • AI
(603) 898-1115.

CONFERENCES
Fifth Annual Fall Lesbian Conference : Celebrating Our Lives
as Lesbians, Keene, NH, Sat.
9/18, 9am-5pm, $10-25 sliding
fee in advance, $15 at door.
FMI• (603) 352-674 1 or write
(send SASE) Monadnock Area
Womyn, POB 6345, Keene, NH
03431.
Portland Roundup - Gays in
Sobriety presents a weekend
of workshops and fun at USM
Luther Bonney. Labor Day
weekend 9/3-9/5. Workshops,
sunset cruise, movie night,
dance . FMI • Jerry at (207)
775 -6335.
NOTICES
Equal Protection Lewiston (EPL)
desperately needs your support
in time and money. Please send
donations to POB 7804, Lewiston, ME 04243-7804 . FMI •
(207) 777-3037 (fax (207)
777 -3299) . And please come
to a meeting to f ind out what
you can do. EPL meets every
other Monday in the Lew iston
Multipurpose Center.
6th Annual Provincetown
Harbor Swim for Life & Mermaid Brunch AIDS Benefit Sat.,
9/11 (storm date Sunday) at
the Boatslip Beach Club , 161
Colmmercial St., Provincetown,
MA. The 1.4 mile Harbor swim,
which is an approved event of
the U.S. Masters Swimming,
is open to both competitive and
non-competitive swimmers of
all levels and ages. Prizes and
ribbons will be awarded .
Volunteers are being recruited,
including cheerleaders, boaters,
cooks and registrants . The
Provincetown Rescue Squad
and U.S. Coast Guard w ill once
again participate. For Pledge
sheets and FMI, please contact:
Provincetown Harbor Swim for
Life and Mermaid Brunch, PO
Box 819, Provincetown, MA
02657, (508) 487 -3684.

-----------------------------------CALLS FOR SUBMISSIONS
National

Women's

Studies

Association Journal seeks
articles for series on reproductive rights, sexual harassment,
diversity, multiculturalism, and
"political correctness," politics
of health care, philosophical,
political and cultural implications of an ethic of care. Contact Patrocinio P. Schweickart,
Editor, NWSA Journal, English
Dept. U of NH, Durham, NH
03824, (603) 862-0019.
Lesbials Experience with Meno-

pause, anthology accepting
submission. Menoproud, POB
7726, Albuquerque, NM 87194.
Fight the Right!

Original

artwork, anecdotes, cartoons
for humorous anthology. Have
favorite fantasy for the fates
of certain right-wing leaders?
Share it! Proceeds of book will
benefit national groups actively
fighting right-wing fanatics .
Fight Back, POB 62, Northampton, MA 01061-0062 .
SASE to have work returned.
Black Lesbial Culture. Wmted:

biographies, herstorical notes/
references, black/white photos
covering all aspects of black
lesbian life. Terri Jewell, POB
231 54, Lansing, Ml 48909.
Creativity and recovery from

sexual assault and abuse. Art,
poetry, and other creative work
sought for book. Do not send
originals. Suzanne Borstein,
122 Albert Ave., Edgewood,
Rl 02905 (401) 461-0801.
MEDIA
WMPG'S Women's Music Fest

on 90.9 FM 3-Spm Sundays.
KGA Y is on the air I This gay-

owned radio station is broadcasting via satellite on Galaxy 5, transponder 6, at 6.3
& 6.46 mhz, or on Spacenet 3,
transponder 22, at 6.2 &
7.4 mhz. FMI• KGA Y studio1-800-7 33-5429; office 1-800-758-6642.

More LETTERS from pg. 3
up and down his leg. I was
disgusted, as were a lot of
others.
Don't get me
wrong, if a homosexual
couple were acting this way
I'd have the same reaction.
What you do to get your
rocks off is your business
and I don't want to see it!
Especially a straight couple
on a gay dance floor! ! If
you're bi, fine, go to a
straight bar if you're with
an opposite and a gay place
if the same, or create a
space for yourselves . I
know we're supposed to be
accepting but I'm old fashioned, I go to gay gatherings
to see gay people have fun,
not straight people fucking
in my face!
Connie Pelkey

Dear APEX:
I want to alert your readers
to a petition which will soon
be circulating in Maine.
Concerned Maine Families
is proposing a ballot measure that would not allow
the would force the state
to disallow any forms of
discrimination which are not
already written into law.
This would doom any future
gay rights initiatives, and is
specifically aimed at the gay
rights movement. They will
need 50,000 valid signatures to put the initiative on
the ballot. I suggest that
people sign this petition with
a fictitious name and address as a means of obstructing their progress.
Each signature has to be
verified for authenticity and
all invalid signatures will be
disqualified from the 50,000
total. If time runs out and

they don't have enough valid
signatures, their proposal
will fail.
We can put our numbers
to use - let them find out
how many people disagree
with them.
Name withheld
upon request

More NEWS from page 1
VERMONT COURT AllOWS
LESBIAN ADOPTION
Montpelier, VT (Bay Windows) - A lesbian may adopt
the children of her partner
without either woman losing
her parental rights, the
Vermont Supreme Court
ruled 6/18.
The proposed adoptions
had been rejected by Probate Judge George Belcher,
who determined that state
law required an adopting
couple to be married . If
they were not, he said, the
biological parent would lose
parental rights.
The Supreme Court conceded that Belcher's interpretation of state law was
technically correct, but said
he had failed to consider

COMPLIMENTARY
fACIAL/MAKEOVER

Personalized skin care
program and help with
glamour selection. Call for
a free consultation. Try
before you buy.
Michele N. Boston
Independent MaryKay
Beauty Consultant
(207) 676 -9601

that families have changed
in the 40 years since the
statute was adopted.
"It is wonderful to have the
Supreme Court affirm and
recognize the relationship
that I have had with my
sons since the day they
were born," said Deborah
Lashman, who went to court
two years ago to adopt the
biological children of her
partner, Jane Van Buren.
The ruling effectively
establishes that lesbians can
be "legally recognized parents," said Julie A. Frame,
who represented the
Burlington women before the
Supreme Court.
Lashman and Van Buren
have lived together since
1986. Van Buren gave birth
to a son in 1988 after being
artificially inseminated. She
had another son almost four
years later after being impregnated from the same
sperm donor.
After Lashman went to
court to adopt the children,
the Vermont Social and
Rehabilitative
Services
Department investigated and
determined the adoptions
were in the best interests
of the children, according
to the ruling. "Y

WOODFORDS Cafe
129 Spring Street
Portland, Maine
Serving the
Neighborhood
Since 1982

*

GERVAIS & SUN
133 Spring Street
Portland, Maine
Convenience Store
& Deli

ASK THIGHMASTER - advice
Dear Thighmaster:
I find myself the focus of a fatal
attraction. After a few dates with this
woman, the red flags were popping
up all over the place. She expressed
her love for me far too fervently far
too soon, sent me too many flowers ,
bought me expensive gifts, made plans
for us for way into the future, and
went too far out of her way to accommodate my professional schedule although she kept trying to take me
away from work without my consent.
So a few weeks ago, I told her gently
that I didn't want to see her any more,
and I assumed that would be the end
of it. Wrong . Since then, she has
shown up at the gathering spots I
frequent (30 miles from her home).
She calls me constantly (sometimes
at hellishly early hours), tells me she
loves me, sends more flowers, and
tries to manipulate me in countless
other ways .
It appears it is time to tell her in no
uncertain terms to leave me completely
alone. I'm a wreck. I'm afraid to go
out, I don't want to answer the phone,
and I look over my shoulder constantly.
My question to you, oh plenipotentiary
of APEX is: HOW DO I GET THE
DAMN SICK BITCH TO LEAVE ME THE
FUCK ALONE?!
The Object of Her Obsession
D_ear Object:
Next time you look over your shoulder, open your eyes: the stalker who's

with holes

really doing you in is whoever taught
you to put etiquette before selfpreservation. You wait until four
seconds before your dog goes into the
lobster pot, and then you decide that
it appears to be time to dump that "I

drawi ng by Naomi Fal cone

have to wash my hair" line? Fire your
mental Miss Manners, crawl out of
your house turned flower shop, and
get yourself to an ACT UP meeting.
Why? Well, for one thing, it will be
much harder for her to drag you back
to her prison of love if you're chained
to a pharmaceutical company. And
at the very least, you ' ll be surrounded
by people who know what you need
to learn . Politeness reeks as a liberation tactic; it's time for direct action.
If doing actions is new to you, try
a small one fi rst. Call her up- no, no,

ROBERT LIGHTFOOT
C ERTI FIE D PU BLI C ACC O UNT ANT

196 GRAY ROAD, FA LM O UTH, M A INE 04 105
207 - 797 - 0466

no, don't wait for her next move, the
problem's not going away - and tell
her "in no uncertain terms, " as you
say, to stay out of your life. This might
actually be enough . Thighmaster
wonders if she has any idea you feel
terrorized ; if you've been using words
like "plenipotentiary" she probably
doesn' t know what the hell you've
been talking about. If she doesn't seem
to be getting it, threaten to get a
restraining order. (You won't have
gotten tips on this collaboration with
the police thing from your ACT UP
meeting, but Thighmaster is confident
that you can steal a suitable script
about police "protection" from one of
those "reality-911" shows.)
Of course, being direct might not
work. If she's the master of manipulation you claim she is, she might just
go underground for awhile and resurface in some apparently less threatening guise. Fortunately for you - and
Thighmaster, alas, has seen enough
of these camouflage outfits to know
about this only too well - the conquest
costume shop has a very limited stock
of costumes for the postdumped.
There are two big sellers. The first one
is Barbie's friend Midge, who comes
with one line inspired by Mattei "I only
want to be your friend and of course
I don't want to have sex with you or
you'd read about it on my pink box"
and one line Mattei has nothing to do
with, at least not officially: "Let's go
Q'

ORLANDO

July 23 - Aug. 5

MUCH ADO ABOUT NOTHING

Aug. 6 - 26

MENACE II SOCIETY

Aug. 20 -26

LEOLO

Aug. 27 - Sept. 2

LAST CALL AT MAUDE' S

Aug. 27 - 30

THE LONG DAY CLOSES

Aug. 31 - Sept. 6

UN COEUR EN RIVER

Sept 3 - 16

Ill
CLASSIFIED
GROUPS

out and cruise some chycks together."
This costume isn't so dangerous,
because it's pretty easy to see through
- who ever believed that Barbie and
Midge were dating those lumpless
darks Ken and Alan anyway? The
second costume, far more treacherous
to the sensitive lesbo caregiver, is the
famed Damsel in Distress outfit. Dykes
often discard the ill-fitting Heidi dress,
and use only the accessories: a halfempty box of tissues, a tear factory,
8,000 heartstrings, and a script that
reads "I'm really hurting because of
my mother/work crisis/political infighting/fear of nuclear war/problems with
a new lover (this is the one she'll pick
if she's really smart because it might
lead you to believe that she has indeed
moved on), and you're the only person
I can talk to about it, and I can only
really talk about it in person, and I
know I'm asking a lot, but could 1/you
please come over just to talk?" Don't
fall for either of these. Once you've
been stuffed into shining armor, or
imprisoned in Midge's dream house,
it will take more than ACT UP to
release you. And ACT UP has more
important things to do . ~
Thighmaster eagerly awaits your submissions.
No problem too complicatfld or twisted/
Thighmaster, c/ o Phoenix Press, PO Box 4743,
Portland, ME 04112. "

Lesbian psychotherapy group will begin
meeting weekly on 9/15 from 3:30-5:00pm
for 12 weeks in Lewiston. Led by expressive therapist and clinical social worker.
Contact Rheatha Forster at (207) 784-7127
or Norma Kraus Eule at (207) 784-8747.
Insurance reimbursable.
9/93
INVESTMENT
Are you satisfied with the return you are
getting on your IRA or on your CD7 If not,
call Sara Jane Elliot of Metlife at (207)
892-5558.
11193
RETREATS
Women's Insight Meditation Retreat led
by Arinna Weisman, 8/20-22 SE NH. Silent
sitting, walking & eating meditation &
group discussion/ritual. Beautiful setting.
Call (207) 676 -5826or (207) 967-8037.
9/93
VOLUNTEERS
Give the gift of literacy by calling Literacy
Volunteers of America (Greater Saco,
Biddeford affiliate) . Tutoring, basic reading
and English as a second language . FMI
• Cynthia Read at (207) 283-2954.10/93
HEALTH SERVICES
Health insurance for the self-employed at
affordable group rates. Join the National
Association for the Self-employed. Other
money saving benefits, too! Call Diane
(603) 7 53-8077 .
9/93
HOUSING
Sublet (9/1-2/28 or longer). Modern,
attractive 2-bedroom condo. Fully/partially
furnished . Quiet, secure building in great
West End neighborhood near hospitals.

Garage parking, elevator, washer/dryer,
and full appliances. $675 plus utilities, less
for 1 bedroom . Call (2071 773-6164 s/93
Woman housemate wanted after Labor Day
to share Peak's Island home. Must like cats.
(207) 766-5550 before 9 :30pm .
9/93
Cobble Stone Associates. Specializing in
apartment, condo and house rentals .
Tenants and landlords, we can help. Open
7 days a week. Call (207) 799-2464 .
9/93
Two professional LFs looking to share
expenses in apt/house. Pet and smoke free.
Starting September in Portland area . Call
Jen at (207) 364-2436. Please be discreet .
9/93
TRAVELN ACATIONS
Wilderness Journeys for Women: Seakayaking the Maine Coast; Canoeing the
Allagash; Hiking to Katahdin; Writers'
Retreat; Wilderness Dreamquest; Herbal
Study Retreat.
HER WILD SONG ,
POB 515P, Brunswick, ME 04011. (207)
721~005.

m~

INSTRUCTION/CLASSES
Find Your Voice! Study singer-song writing
with Michael Danahy. Program incorporates
guitar, voice, composition, theory, recording
and performance. Guitar, vo ice and sound
recording lessons available. Portland, ME
(207) 774-8666 .
9/93
Lesbian Dianic Maiden needed for "temple"
in southern Maine. Please apply as soon
as possible. For lesbians interested in
learning Wicce, classes will beg in 9/16 or
thereafter. Contact Lady Alaina (207) 6767914. Only serious students need apply .
10/93
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RESOURCE GUIDE

HOT-LINES

R.A.G.
Box 3293
N.Conway, NH 03860
Quarterly newsletter for women
living or vacationing in western ME
and Mt. Washington Valley of NH.

THEAIDSLINE: 1-800-851-AIDS
or 775- 1267. Questions or concerns re: HIV/AIDS? Call Mon.-Sat.
9am-5pm, Mon. & Wed . eve. until
7 :30pm . Always anonymous .

THE FRUffS OF OUR LABORS
POB 125, Belfast, ME 04915
(207) 338-2913
Calendar of events for cent ral
coastal Maine.

DIAL KIDS. 774-TALK - for lesbian,
gay, bisexual & questioning youth
under 19 yrs of age.

SOCIAL GROUPS

LIST YOUR GROUP! PLEASE SEND
INFORMATION AND/OR UPDATES
TO PHOENIX PRESS. P.O. BOX
4743. PORTLAND. ME 04112

GAY-tE.SBIAN PHONB..IIIE, Caribou
area : (207)498 -2088 .
GAY INFO LINE, Concord, NH
(603) 224-1686 .
INGRAHAM VOLUNTEERS
(207) 774-HELP .

PUBLICATIONS
OUT IN THE MOUNTAINS
P.O. Box 177
Burlington, VT 05402

AM CHOFSHI - Maine Lesbian/Gay
Jewish group, meets monthly. FMI
• (207) 874-2970 (Rheatha).
MOUIIITAW VALLEY MEN - Box 36,
Center Conway, NH 03813. Social
group for gay men from west. ME
& east. NH. Potlucks & activities .
FMI • (207) 925-1034 (Paul) .
OUT AND ABOUT- l esbians in the
Seacoast NH area. Meets Mon,
7pm, Portsmouth, NH . For sample
newsletter and FMI write OAA, POB
332, Portsmouth, NH 03802-0332
or • (603) 659 -2139 .

GAY PRIDE
IS ALWAYS CELEBRATED AT
THE RAGE!
Coming up in August:
Sunday 8/22 - Las Vegas Casino Night to benefit
Eastern Maine AIDS Network, 7pm to 1am, $5 cover.
Monday 8/23 - Special male erotic dancers from Falcon
Videos, $5 cover.
Wednesday 8/25 - Grand opening of The Rage clothing
and pride store. Fashion show, hot dance tunes and
beer bash.
Friday 8/27- Official celebration for the grand opening
of The Rage! Specials and giveaways all evening,
$3 cover, dancing 'til 2:30am.
Saturday 8/28- "Family" Appreciation Night, no cover
and lots of drink specials .
Sunday 8/29- Barbeque, 4-7pm - $4 all you can eat.
Benefit for Bangor Homeless Shelter, 8pm to 1am $4 cover, special talents and entertainment.
123 Franklin St., Bangor, Maine 04401 • (207) 947-1213

SEACOAST GAY MEN meets Mon.
7pm, Unitarian-Universalist Church,
292 State St., Portsmouth, NH, PO
Box 1394, Portsmouth, NH 03802.
FMI • (603) 898-1115.
TIME OUT - Outdoor recreation and
environmental club for lesbians, gay
men & friends. Free newsletter lists
outdoor sports, instruct ional and
environmentally related events for
the NH and ME area. FMI • (207)
871 -9940 or SASE to Time Out,
POB 11502, Portland, ME 04104.

for people with HIV & their loved
ones . Thurs. 7pm. FMI • (207)
786-4697 .
CHRONOLOGICALLY
ADVANTAGED LESBIANSMeetings for lesbians over 60 in
Vermont. FMI• (802) 658-5510.
CRONES - for women over 40 .
POB 242, Winooski, VT 05404 .
GAYA..ESBJAN,91SEXUAL PARENTS
GROUP OF MAINE -FMI • (207)
772-4741 (Frank) .

SUPPORT GROUPS
THE ADS PROJECT- 22 Monument
Square, 5th Fl., Portland, ME
04101 FMI • (207)774-6877
about various support groups in
Portland, Auburn/lewiston & Brunswick, ME areas.
AIDS Response- 147 Congress St. ,
Portsmouth, NH 03801 . (603)
433-5377 ; fax (603) 431 -8520 .
ANDROSCOGGIN VALLEY AIDS
COAUTION (AVAC) -70 Court St.,
2nd Fl., Auburn , ME . Support grp

L-ACOA/Al-ANON- Lesbian mtg .
Tues . 7 -8:30 pm, 7 Middle St.,
Brunswick, ME (behind U.U . Church
on Pleasant St. in dntwn Brunswick,
opp. public library) FMI• Gail (207)
833-6004.
MIDCOAST MAINE PARENTS AND
FRIENDS OF LESBIANS AND GAYS
(PFLAG) - 18 Dougl as St., Brunswick, ME 04011. Info . & HELPLINE
(207) 729 -0519 (Sally & Gene) .
Lit . for & about parents , coming
out materials, speakers, contacts
with over 300 PFLAG chapters .

-------------------------------WE SHARE A DREAM

MONADNOCK AREA WOMYN
(MAW)
P.O. Box 6345
Keene, NH 03431
(603) 357-5757
NORTHERN LAMBDA NORD
POB 990, Caribou, ME 04736;
(207) 498-2088. NLN (founded
1980) serves Aroostook Co. & New
Brunswick towns; sponsors social
activities, discussion grps and
speakers bureau; publishes monthly
newsletter & activities calendar.
OUTRIGHT /PORTLAND- Wkly mtg
for support, info., fun & special
events for gay/lesbian/bisexual/questioning youth under 22 yrs
of age, Williston West Church,
upstairs chapel, 32 Thomas St.,
Portland, ME, Fri . 7:30-9:30pm.
FMI : Outright, Portland Alliance of
Gay & Lesbian Youth, POB 5028,
Station A, Portland, ME 04101.
OUTRIGHT /CENTRAL MAINE Group for lesbian and gay youth
22 & under, meets Fri. 7 :30pm,
1st Unitarian Church, Pleasant St.,
Auburn , ME. PO Box 802, Auburn,
ME 04212 • 1-800-339-4042.
PWA COALITION OF MAINE
377 Cumberland Avenue
Portland , ME 04101
(207) 773-8500
RUMFORD/MEXICO AREA AIDS
SUPPORT GROUP- Mon. at Mexico
Congregational Church (the "Green
Church") 7 -8:30pm. Main St.,
Mexico, ME. FMie (207)369-0259.
LIFESTYLES ALLIANCE - meets Fri .
Noon at the UNE campus. U. of
New England, 11 Hills Beach Rd. ,
Biddeford , ME 04005 FMI• (207)
283 -0171 x372.

MERRYMEETING AIDS
SUPPORT SERVICES- P.O. Box 57,
Brunswick, ME 04011 -0057. Provides support group services
regarding AIDS & HIV. FMI •
(207)725-4955.
OUT FOR GOOD- Lesbian discussion/support grp . Thurs. 7-9pm,
445 Main St., Biddeford, ME.
Issues relevant to lesbian lifestyle.
Free/$1 donation requested for
room rental. Cont., non-smoking.
FMI• Bobbi (207)247-3461.
WOMEN ' S INCEST AND SEXUAL
ASSAULT SURVIVORS' GROUP
Open support/discussion for women
only. Weds. 12:3{}-2pm. FM1e(207)
874-6593 or (207) 774-3613 .

POL"ICAL
PORTLANDMLGPALEGISLA TIVE
COMMITTEE at law offices, 5th
floor, 100 Middle St. , Portland , ME
FMI • (207) 871 -0432.
APOLLO SOCIETY- For New England's gay/lesbian atheists, freethinkers, ethical humanists & Hellenists . Free speech/civil rights
advocacy, freedom-from-religion
support and guilt free fun ! FMI •
(207) 773-5626 or SASE t o POB
5301, Portland , ME 04101.
FREDERICTON LESBIANS & GAYS
P.O. Box 1556, Station A
Fredericton, NB E3B 5G2 Canada
AIDS COALITION TO UNLEASH
POWER (ACT UP/Portland)
142 High St ., #222, Portland , ME
04101; (207) 828-0566; FAX :
(207) 828 -0566 3 •. Meets Sun .
7pm at YWCA (87 Spring St., Portland , ME) .

FAR (FEMINISTS AGAINST RAPE)
Activist group seeking to stop
sexism in the media, courts &
streets. One in three women is
sexually assaulted in America.
These are hate crime times. Meets
weekly. FMI • (207) 772-5941
or (207)772-0935.
GREATER PORTLAND NOW c/o
YWCA, 87 Spring St., Ptld, ME
04101, (207)879 -0877 or
(207)871-0618, POB 4012, Portland, ME 04101. Action-oriented
group. Speakers/events for the
public 4th Tues. of every month .

SPIR"UAL
DELTA PHYRE/Worship the Goddessatmonthly Full Moon Circles.
Open to wimmin (no transexuals,
please). Bring musical instruments.
First Circle 9/30 . FMI • Lady
Alaina (207) 676-7914 .
SPIRIT OF THE MOUNTAINS- gay/
straight, justice-seeking community
meets for worship 2nd & 4th Sun.
5pm, 1st Congregational Church,
N . Main St. & Washington St.,
Concord, NH . Potluck after service.
FMI• Jim Bretz (603) 536-4011 .
DIGNITY /MAINE - Masses at 1st
Parish Church, 425 Congress St .,
Portland.
Entrance in rear of
church. Sundays 5 :30pm.
INTEGRITY - St. Matthew's Church,
18 Union St., Hallowell, ME. 1st
Fri . of the month, 7pm . FMI •
(207) 622-6631
0

The following is excerpted from the
July edition of the monthly newsletter
of the NGL TF Policy Institute.

The 30th anniversary of the
1963 civil rights March on
Washington, which featured
Dr. Martin luther King Jr.'s "I
Have a Dream" speech, w ill be
marked by another March on
Washington on 8/28. The New
Coalition of Conscience will
convene a massive march and
rally at the lincoln Memorial
to renew the call for jobs,
justice and peace. NGlTF, one
of the co-conveners of the
March, is coordinating a Gay/
lesbian contingent to join in
this unprecedented coalition.
FMI tr (404) 526-8995 or (404)
524-1956. To join the lesbian/
Gay contingent, call linda
Yanney of NGlTF (202) 3326483 . .,

TAROT
&PSYCHIC
READINGS
Books • Crystals
Tarot Cards • Gifts
Open Daily in the Old Port

32-l Fore Street , Portland
207-828-1 710

Back By Po*ular Demand

T.G.I.E Happy Hour
Friday Buffet 4:pm to S:pm
$3.00 16oz. Frozen Drinks
Blacl<stones, 6 Pine St. Portland

